


2016 (2 Mo.)                   IFC Architects / architecture office
                                         #architectural drawing #physical and digital modelling #visual productions

2018 (1 Mo.)                    Yapı Merkezi / project management office
                                         #mobilisation studies #practical excel usage #progress payment&budget studies

2019 (1 Mo.)                    Birleşim Construction / construction site&office
                                       #mock-up reporting #coordination with site workers #quantity surveys  
 
2019 (1 Mo.)                    Yapı Magazine-Prchitect / architectural magazine office-architectural pr firm
                                       #editorial studies #English-Turkish translatorship  

2021 (6 Mo.)                   Asaff Construction / architecture and construction office 
                            

2021 (4 Mo.)                   Akel Decoration / interior architecture and construction-wood workshop
                            

2022 (10 Mo.)                Archberg Studio / I started my own company*
                                       #conceptual design projects #creation of “Architectural Materials Card Collection” (page 59)

activities.

interests.

İstanbul/ Turkey
Post code: 34093

+90 544 302 43 97

arch.burakergul@gmail.com

/burakergul

archberg.com

Burak ERGÜL

I am an architect with almost 2 years of experience 
in architectural design, construction and interior 
design.
 
I have a craving for a long-termed employment 
within a firm practicing architecture&design and 
construction at the top international standards 
around the globe. Languages

• Turkish/ Native
• English/ Advance*
• Spanish/ Beginner
• Arabic/ Beginner

* My education was

Working Skills

• Design thinking
• True communication
• Team worker
• Detail-oriented
• Punctuality
• Conceptual sketching

Softwares

I am using effectively;

• Adobe CS (Photoshop, Illustrator, Ind. )
• 

Microsoft Office Softwares
• 

Autodesk Autocad, Revit 
• Rhinoceros
• Sketch Up
• 

Rendering (Lumion, Twinmotion)

about.

skills.

education.

experience.

Design-related interests

• Architectural Traveling/ I have visited lots of cities.
• Product Design (page 49)
• Graphic Design (page 63)
• Architectural Photography (page 53)

Other interests

• Blogging & Article writing (page 6)

• Basketball/ I have involved in a team while high 
school years

Events&Certificates

• Venice Architecture Biennale 2018
• WRI TR: Livable Cities Symposium
• Turkeybuild Building Expo 2016-22
• Material: Wood&Metal, by TDC
• Diction Course by MEB 
• City and Economy, by Aura İstanbul
• TAK Kartal Design Camp 4
• Arch. Acoustic Awareness Seminar
• Project juries in my univ. as juror

Attended Projects

• Erasmus Exch. Programme

• Village Library Design and 
Co-construction with HİM and 
MAPUDER (volunteering prjct.)

• “Rethinking the Mosque 
Architecture” book with
MİMARDER (page 6)

Joined Communities

• MİMARDER Architectural
Researches Association (2021-on)
   • Founder member
   • Secretary general

• Design for ITU/ student club
(2017-18)
   • Visual Communication Team 
   • Supervisory Board Member

I have used before and 
have basic knowledge,
and easily can adapted to;

• 
Archicad

• 
Grasshopper

• 
ArcGIS

• 
Premier Pro

2015-2021          İstanbul Technical University - Architecture
                             / Bachelor of Architecture, 3,31, Honor List

2018-2019         University of Ljubljana - Architecture
                             / Erasmus Exchange Student                         

References

Asst. Prof. Ahmet GÜN

MSc. Arch. Melike ALTINIŞIK

/ former tutor 
/ ahmetgun@itu.edu.tr

/ founder of MAA, former tutor
/ melike@melikealtinisik.com
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            / I have worked in housing projects, cultural buildings and a mosque project.
            #concept creation #construction drawings #visualisation of concept ideas / as an architect

            / I have worked in the restoration of Dolmabahçe Palace, interior designs, wood furniture design. 
            #detail drawings #application supervisioning #quantity surveys / as an architect
            *I have quitted this job to start my own company: Archberg Studio.

*I have closed my company and exicedly concentrated on my future. I aim to work in an
international company for years to gain real experiences in international architecture scene.

mostly in English
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personal projects.
archberg.com (personal website)
                                                             
I have created my personal website in 2018 and I am still updating it 
with new articles, projects and researches. For example, I have written 
travel articles about the Venice Biennal 2018 and Bursa cityscape. I have 
also shared researches about some building materials like acrylic flooring, 
parquet types etc. Besides them, I have made some individual design 
challenges and shared my product&graphic designs.

This website project gave me the opportunity to develop my own vision  
and share it with the world. Also, it has transformed me into a person 
understands the digital technologies better.

You can check my website via the qr code below.

Publications

• Throughout my education I have pushed myself 
to explain the speculative aspect of topics like 
architecture-design via writing. In this context, I 
have written lots of articles. Some of them have 
been published in the ‘arkitera.com‘ which is the 
leading digital architecture platform in Turkey.

• I have involved in a research project, ‘Rethinking 
the Mosque Architecture‘ with Architectural 
Research Association (MİMARDER). As an output, 
we published a book. I have contributed to it as a 
researcher and as visual director of the book.

Additional Curriculum Program

I was not satisfying with the level of knowledge that architecture faculty 
was giving me. Therefore, I have made a decision of disburdening my 
formal curriculum, and preparing an informal curriculum for myself. I 
have created a time line and placed each subtopic on it, and focused 
in each subtopic within its time period. I have spend the whole year 
of 2020 to understand some architectural subtopics more deeply. 
Within the study period of each subtopic, I have studied that topic 
from different sources; and noted everything that I was learning. At 
the end of 2020, I have finished this awesomely educatory period 
and now I have two notebooks full know information, you see them 
below. 
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herbarium complex.

what/    Graduation project
where/  Maçka Park, İstanbul, Turkey
when/   2021

The herbarium complex is designed in a biomorphological way through the natural 
esthetic character of plant species. Human circulation is like nutrients moving through 
the roots of plants, herbarium complex is like an organism as plants. Sprawling over the 
Maçka Park via paths, tunnels, and architectural spaces within different scales and 
with various programs. The relationship of the complex with its physical context is 
considered as if being a local plant in the park. 

#biomorphology #landscape #natural esthetic #urban organism

*Lumion, Rhinoceros, Autocad, Adobe CS have been used in this project.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Inspired by the plant :
“Franciscus Sansom, Butterbur”
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INTERPRETATION OF THE GIVEN PROGRAM STORYBOARD
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SYSTEM DETAIL
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Section 1

Section 2

Section 3
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refugee camp.

what/    Competition entry
where/  Reyhanlı, Hatay, Turkey
when/   2019

The project is designed to integrate Syrian refugees into the society of Reyhanlı. The 
concept of integration thought around formal integration, architectural integration, 
and formal integration. Within a variety of strategies, an educatory refugee village 
master plan is proposed. The meticulously designed masterplan considers a grid lay-
out that shelters can be easily settled by refugees, without any chaotic situation. Cli-
mate& geography-responsive strategies were determinant in terms of arranging the 
topography of sloped project site. Shelter units are considered in a way that refugees 
will be able to arrange the units according to their specific needs and desires.

#dwelling #transitional shelter #integration of refugees #climatic design

*SketchUp, Lumion, Rhinoceros, Autocad, Adobe CS have been used in this project.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN



specific
arrangements

shelter boxes

5m x 5m
pixelization

existing slope

LAND ORGANISATIONARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM
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CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS



model museum.

what/    Architectural design/ 5. project, İTU
where/  Beyoğlu, İstanbul, Turkey
when/   2018
with/     Prof. Dr. Belkıs Uluoğlu/ tutor

A museum building to exhibit and experience architecture models. The design process 
is started by thinking about the characteristics of models. They have no sense of 
belonging, they have a strong sense of scale, they look frozen in time, and simply 
they are made by mounting components in different ways. Within these preliminary 
thoughts, the project has been designed in a way to make visitors remind the abstract 
concept of model. The museum building is composed of a wheel-shaped observatory 
tower, a red scale experience tunnel, and the main museum hall. Outside walls of the 
museum are left as white-blank canvases for the graffiti artists of the Karaköy district.

#scalefactor #de stijl #playful architecture #canvas facade #spatial composition

*Sketch Up, Autocad, Adobe CS have been used in this project.
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1present 2tubes 3terraces

4wheel 5tunnel 6canvas
Letting the locals to adopt the 
new museum building like it is 
one of them. Outside walls of 
the building will be totally white, 
just like a canvas for the art-
ists of the city. Since, Karaköy 
already loves the art of graffiti.

Scale tunnel is the main route 
for visitors to develop a scale-
sense approach towards archi-
tectural models. As one walk in-
side the scale tunnel, scale of the 
models incresing step by step. At 
all, visitors joining a journey from 
1/100.000 scaled models to 1/1 
scaled model(city!).

The idea of regenerating the 
green effect in the present 
project site, ended up with green 
tubes. Also, green tubes have 
very playful and esthetic form. 
Moreover, they were expressing 
the constructive side of models.

Terraces bring the potential of 
experiencing the project site, 
and looking around just like 
seeing the whole surrounding 
buildings as big architectural 
models.

Project area has rich architectur-
al culture and history. It is near 
successful architecture schools 
like İTU and MSGSU. Therefore, 
Karaköy is the most appropriate
place for an architectural model 
museum.

Wheel shaped observatory 
tower, attached the terraces 
slightly to enhance the image of 
playfulness. It is the last stop for 
visitors to percept the whole 
city as a big 1/1 scaled model. 
Blue color selected to create a 
dialog between the tower, sky, 
and Bosphorus.



vertical factory.

what/    Competition entry
where/  Maslak, İstanbul, Turkey
when/   2018

With the industrial revolution, cities and factories have been separated because of 
factories’ s pollution, noise, and growing needs. However, with Industrial 4.0 factories 
are now clean, automatized, and silent. Besides that, the city has grown both vertically 
and horizontally while factories have spread horizontally; as a consequence, they are 
encountered. What if we reconsider the city and the factory from a holistic point of 
view and design a mutualist relationship between the factory and the city? It is time 
for the factory to show its capabilities in the environment-friend production cycle. 
This will change the perception of factories in positive way.

#verticalisation of factory #passive energy #public skyparks #polycentric city

*SketchUp, Autocad, Adobe CS have been used in this project.
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FACTORY / production lineFACTORIES AND İSTANBUL 

from past to present

STREETS AND BUILDINGS / as the layers of city

reassembling the parts
of a standard factory

raw
materials

products

togetherness

factories

city

present proposed

exclusion

growing separately

encountering again!
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linear park.

what/    Competition entry
where/  E5 Route, İstanbul, Turkey
when/   2018
with/     Abdullah Beyazıtoğlu, Semih Yılmaz, and Res. Assis. Adem Karasu

The E5 highway is a line that has the potential to solve the problems of İstanbul, as it 
is the main artery of today’s Istanbul, which is transportation-oriented, by-passing the 
important districts of Istanbul, and hosts the metrobus line being used by one million 
people per day. This linear park considers the E5 highway as the current layer to utilize 
the potential of the E5 highway and preserving the function of this layer, it shows up 
as a secondary layer. A linear park above the linear highway.

#vertical settlement #reevaluation of volume #integration of the districts

*SketchUp, Lumion, Autocad, Adobe CS have been used in this project.
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POTENTIAL VOLUME FOR 

URBAN CORRIDOR

METROBUS ROUTE
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Polycarbonate
panels

MATERIAL SELECTION

Diagrid roof
structure

Composite floor

Steel trussed girders

NPI 200 Profile

Schematic plan of the route

Partial plan: A

Partial plan: B

Partial plan: C 

PART CPART BPART A
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sitting unit.

what/    Competition Entry/ mention award
when/   2018
with/     Metehan Gürsu

We have designed an outdoor sitting unit to enhance the relationship between peo-
ple and green surroundings, named as ‘kapsal‘. Kapsal units can double the garden 
enjoyment. It has been designed in a way including different usage types as you can 
see on the right page. Different people, different sitting styles... Everyone can shape 
kapsal as he/she wishes, just by pushing or dragging the textile surface of it. It can be 
used in private gardens, or even at the festival areas. It will cheer the event areas up. 
Small group chats, private comfort, use it as you want.

#flexible usage #playfulness #minimalism

*Rhinoceros, Twinmotion, Adobe CS have been used in this project.

PRODUCT DESIGN
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Storable After rain usage
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architectural model making.

what/    Some models/ projects were designed by IFC Architects
when/   2016
with/     a collegue

Modeling is the most powerful method for an architectural development process. It 
gives the scale-wise sensation of the ongoing project. It is the first construction of 
an actual building and helps us to notice the problematics and potentials before the 
design is finished. Here are two models that I have built with a colleague. 

#buildingmodel #handmade

MODEL MAKING
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what/    A villa project in Qatar designed by IFC Architects



what/    Simulation center in Qatar designed by IFC Architects
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material cards collection.

what/    Individual design challenge
when/   2020

I have created this card collection to get familiar with architectural materials. I have 
dived into lots of sources and compiled the pros and cons of the materials that I have 
chosen for this collection. I have both created the content and designed the graphic 
design of this collection. After it has been published on websites, I received some pur-
chase requests. After that, I made a couple of meetings with some publishing houses 
related to architecture to commercialise this card collection.

#architectural materials #graphic design #playfulness #simplicity

*Adobe CS products have been used in these projects.

GRAPHIC DESIGN



210
CARDS

IN 6
CATEGORIES
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#rhythmic #mimar sinan #human scale #istanbul

photography.

I see photography as a way of doing and studying architecture. It shows one’s per-
spective toward the surrounding environment. It matters how you frame the scene, 
how you highlight something among others, and how you use the light as an element. 
I have always been amazed by taking photos and archiving them. It is a kind of bridge 
between the big moments in my lifetime. That is why one of my favourite interests is 
photography. I have visited lots of cities, buildings, and landscapes. Here are some of 
them.

#architectural photography #accurate frames #elements of architecture #simplicity

*Sony a6000 mirrorless digital camera has been used for these photos.

PHOTOGRAPHY
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#steel structure #ljubljana 

# materiality
# Marmara Religious Studies Mosque, İstanbul (below, upperleft)
# A street, Mardin (below, bottomleft)
# Franz Kafka Museum stairs, Prague (bottomright)
# A steel tower, Ljubljana (right page)
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# metropolitan
# Kanyon Mall, İstanbul 
(right)
# Panorama Museum, 
Bursa (left page, upper)
# Dancing House, Prague 
(left page, bottomright)
# Bosco Verticale, Milan 
(left page, bottomleft)




